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FIRST Power Up Summary—The premise behind this year’s challenge is that we are trapped in an arcade 
game.  With our two alliance partners, we will work to defeat the boss and escape.  To defeat the boss, we 
will be collecting power cubes (approximately 13” x 13” x 11” cubes) using them to earn power ups (a tempo-
rary advantage during the match) and control 2 field elements—the “switch” and the “scale”.  Both elements 
work similar to a seesaw—if our alliance places more cubes (i.e. weight) on our side of the element, the 
switch or scale tips in our favor and we “control” that element.  We earn points for each second that we con-
trol our alliance switch or the scale.  We can also prevent our opponents from accumulating points by adding 
cubes to their switch to prevent them from gaining control.  The “end game” for this year’s game is to climb 
the scale—lifting our robot at least 12” above the scale platform.  This can be accomplished by using the 13” 
wide rung that is secured to the side of the scale or by lifting our alliance partners.  In order to have all 3 ro-
bots climb at the end of the match, cooperation between alliance partners will be essential since there is not 
room for all 3 to use the climbing rung provided.  A rendering of the field is shown below and the kickoff video 
can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZbdwYiCY74. 

Building on the team’s ideas and momentum from the first week, the subgroups continued with small group 
work.  On Thursday at the RAGE full team meeting, each group reported back on what had been completed 
since last week.   

 
Electronics Subgroup: 
The electronics group spent the week getting pre-
pared for wiring the robot by putting connectors on 
the motors and motor controllers, wiring the battery 
connectors to the circuit breaker and power distribu-
tion panel and began talking about which sensors 
would be needed for this year’s robot.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZbdwYiCY74
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Build Subgroup: 
The Build group continued working on a prototype for the cube handler intake and have begun constructing 
field components that can be used during drive practice.  In addition, they have been organizing the RAGE 
room; setting up a new tool box that can be brought to competitions and building shelves for the room.  

CAD Subgroup: 
The CAD group continued modeling the major components of the robot including refining the base, the cube 
handler and the end game climber.  For the end game, the group came up with 2 models that could potential-
ly be used including a scaled drawing of the playing field.  The 1st model included 2 platforms mounted verti-
cally on the sides of our robot that would be lowered to the floor during the end game so that our alliance part-
ners could drive onto the platforms.  Once the robots are fully on the platforms, we would use a pneumatic lift 
system, similar to motorcycle lifts, that would lift both platforms to the required height.  The 2nd model includ-
ed placing extensions to the existing climbing bar on the field that would allow all 3 alliance partners to climb 
above the 12” height limit.  After lots of discussion, the team voted to move forward with the platform design.   

Pneumatics Subgroup: 
After the team came up with a preliminary design 
and it was decided we would be using pneumatics 
for lifting platforms (with our alliance partner robots 
on them), the pneumatics group met and invento-
ried our supplies.  They also reviewed how sole-
noids work and made a simple pneumatic circuit 
so the group members had an understanding of 
the pneumatics process before beginning work on 
the robot. 
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Chairman’s Subgroup: 
The Chairman’s group continued 
working on the essays, outlining the 
community outreach activities and 
positive attitude that the team brings 
to each event that we attend.  They 
also began talking about the Chair-
man’s video that will be prepared to 
show at our competitions this year. 

Business Subgroup: 
Building on the SWOT analysis the 
group previously performed, the 
business group finished up the 
team’s Business Plan which helps 
to define, manage and achieve the 
short term and long term goals of 
RAGE.  In addition to helping the 
team define specific organizational 
and financial goals, the Business 
Plan will be submitted at the Distict 
Competitions that the team attends 
for consideration for the Entrepre-
neurship Award. 

The team thanks the Canavan and Poulos families for a delicious breakfast at Saturday’s meeting! 

Stop Build Day Countdown:  30 days! 

For additional updates, please check out our website (www.ragerobotics.com), like us on Facebook (RAGE Robotics), 

follow us on Instagram (ragerobotics173) or Twitter (@RAGE173) 

Programming Subgroup: 
The programmers have updated their soft-
ware and have been developing a com-
mand based system.  The command based 
system will allow them to better organize 
their code and remove much of the step-by-
step programming they have used in the 
past.  This is possible with the command 
based design because tasks can occur 
concurrently to make robot performance 
more efficient.  It also allows the program-
mers to test and troubleshoot each robot 
action independently . 


